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The Ritz energy method is used to obtain solutions for an 
interior panel of a plate or slab which is continuous over a rectang-
ular grid of flexible beams supported by columns at their inter-
sections. It is assumed that the plate is uniformly loaded over its 
whole area, and that parallel beams are of equal stiffness and are 
spaced regularly 0 The plate deflection is represented by an infinite 
series of polynomial functions derived by Wo J 0 Dtmcan for beams 
clamped at both ends; these functions lead to relatively accurate 
results with a reasonable amount of numerical work. Deflections 9 
moments and average moments for cases covering a wide range of beam-
plate rigidities and width-length ratios are presented in tabular 
and graPhical form. 
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ANALYSIS OF PLATES CONTINUOUS ~ FlEXIBLE BEAMS 
Ie INTRODIDTION 
1. Object and Scope of Investigation 
Some of the most important special problems of Elastic Theory 
are those involving a medium-thick rectangular plate supported along its 
boundaries and bent by loads applied to one of its faces. In many cases, 
particularly those in which two opposi te edge s of the plate are simply 
supported, theoretically complete solutions of the problems have been 
obtained@ However, for many other cases exact solutions have not been 
found; the most notable example is the case of a uniformly loaded plate 
fixed against displacement and rotation at its edges. In studying such 
problems recourse has been had to e~rimental methods1 or to approx-
imate numerical methods of solution~ In the present work~ an approx-
imate numerical solution is obtained for the technically important case 
of a plate supported by elastic beams. 
The problem considered is that of an interior panel of a plate 
continuous over a rectangular grid of flexible beams which are supported 
at their intersections by columns? It is assumed that parallel beams 
are of equal stiffness and are uniformly spaced and that the ~stem has 
a large number of panels in both directions" The plate is considered to 
be acted upon by a lateral load which is uniformly distributed over its 
whole area" Under these conditions? the bending in all interior panels 
1 For instance for the clamped plate problem see references (1) and (2) 
of the Bibliograpbyo 
20 
may be assumed to be identical~ consequently only one interior panel need 
be considered 0 Apart from their intrinsic importance 9 re sul ts of the 
analysis for this case of uniform loading of the entire plate can be used 
to obtain moments 9 shears and deflections for several other loadings by 
superposition with known solutionso 
The problem described has been solved by the use of a method 
which embodies the customary assumptions for the flexure of medium-thick 
plateso In brief these are~ 
10 The plate is of uniform thickness and is homogeneous and 
isotropic9 at least so far as strains and deformations 
parallel to the bounding surfaces are concernedc 
20 Hooke ~ s law applies to the horizontal strains 9 which are 
assumed to vary linearly through the thickness o This 
implies that the deformation due to shear is negligible 
compared with that due to the direct bending stresses·" 
30 Compressive stresses between planes parallel to the bound-
ing surfaces are small compared to the flexural stresses 
and may be neglected~ 
40 The resultant of the direct stresses acting on any cross .... 
section of the plate is assumed to be a pure coupleo It 
can be shovm (3)* that this is equivalent to requiring 
that the deflections of the plate (measured from a develop-
able surface) be small in comparison with the plate thick-
ness o These assumptions follow very closely those which 
are customary in the ordinary theory of flexure of beamse 
* Numbers in parentheses9 unless otherwise identified 9 refer to the 
Bi bliography 0 
In addition to these limitations the problem has been simpli-
fied by assuming that the widths of the beams and the cross-sectional 
dimensions of columns are small compared with the panel dimensions ~ This 
simplif~cation will not have much effect on the deflections and moments 
near the centers of the panels but}) in some caseS9 'Will lead to excessi ve-
ly high moments near the columns·~ 
The most common structure similar to the plateeabeam system 
described is the two-way concrete slab~ This type of structure differs 
from the idealized problem in that reinforced concrete is neither homo-
geneous nor isotropic nor perfectly elastic C' Furthermore the supporting 
beams 9 when of concretes) are usually built monolithically 'With the slabo 
The effect of casting the slab monolithically with the supporting beams 
can be approximately accounted for 9 in the usual manner 9 by assuming 
that part of the slab is effective as a flange on the beame In generals 
the ordL"lary isotropic theory of flexure of plates 5) together with ex= 
per~ntal data9 has provided a satisfactory basis for design of slab 
elements of present day reinforced concrete structurese 
Two=way concrete slabs are usually designed without accounting 
for the flexibility of the supporting beam.s9 that iS 9 the beam deflections 
are usually assumed to be small in comparison with the deflections of 
the central portions of the loaded panelso The present work gives the 
theoretical distribution of moments in an interior panel for supporting 
beams of any stiffness o The solutions include9 as limiting cases of the 
general problem9 the known results for plates fixed against rotation and 
defleotioIl at their supports 9 and for plates supported by a ~~tangu.lar 
array of columns without connecting beams (flat slabs)o 
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Ire METHOD OF SOLUTION 
.3. Notation 
The following nomenclature is used'o Any consistent set of 
un! ts can be employed; hO\-1ever, for reference, the units are given in 
the engineering inch-peund-second systemo 
a = length of panel, in the x-direction (in) 
b = width of pane19 in the y-direction (in) 
c = 1?! a = ratio of :panel 'Width to panel length 
(nond.imensional) 
m,n = integers ranging from one to infinity 
q = intensity of uniform load on the plate (lb/in2 ) 
r,s = integers; particular values of m and n respectively 
w = lateral deflection of the plate (in) 
X9Y = Cartesian coordinates g directed along the beams (in) 
XI'YI = Cartesian coordinates with their origin at the 
center of the panel (in) 
D = flexural rigidity of the plate (in lb) 
E ,~ = moduli of elasticity of the beams of span length 
a a and b 9 respectively (lb/in2 ) 
I ,~ = second moments of area of the cross-sections of the 
a beams of span length a and b, respectively (in4) 
Mx,M = bending moments per unit length of sections of a 
Y plate perpendicular to x- snd y-axes, respectively; 
the superscript nOff is used to indicate that 
Poissonis ratio is zero (lb) 
M:L ,J~ • ., Mg = average bending moments p3r unit length on. various 
sections of the plate; the superscript nOn is used 
to indicate that Poisson's ratio is zero (lb) 
M ,1\ = moments in the beams of span length a and b 9 res-
a pectively (in Ib) 
6. 
NI ,N2 •• NS = moment coefficients for computing average moments for any value of Poisson's ratio (lb) 
~ = a set of s.r.mmetric functions (nondimensional) 
U = strain energy due to bending (in lb) 
V = total potential energy of one panel (in lb) 
W = potential energy of the load, q t for one panel of 
the system (in lb) 
ex = mlTc/2 = term appearing in the exact solution for a 
m plate supported Qy columns only (nondimensional) 
C<mn~~m'On = coefficients defining the deflected shape of the 
plate (nondimensional) 
A = E I laD = ratio of beam rigidity to plate rigidity 
a a ti 
for each beam parallel to the x-axis (nondimensional) 
Ab = ~I/bD = ratio of beam rigidity to plate rigidity 
for each beam parallel to the y-axis (nondimensional) 
jU = Poisson's ratio 
S = xla = dimensionless coordinate in the x-direction 
~ = y/b = dimensionless coordinate in the y-direction 
4. Resume of the Ritz Energy Method as Applied to Plate Equilibrium 
Problems 
~ suitably restricting the deflected shape of a continuous 
elastic system, it can be reduced to a similar but simpler system having 
a finite number of degrees of freedomo This idea was first used by Lord 
Rayleigh (4) who applied it in approximate calculations of the fundamental 
frequencies of vibration of complicated structures. In these applications 
the restrictions are equivalent to constraints acting on the structure·~ 
W. Ritz(5) later developed the same idea in a more general form; he dis-
cussed in detail the solution of the problem of the rectangular plate 
clamped at its boundaries, the solution of boundary-value problems 
governed by Laplace1s equation, the solution of second-order differential 
equations with variable coefficients, and the solution of the problem of 
the vibrating string. The general method is known as the Rayleigh-Ritz 
energy method; in applications to plate equilibrium problems it is 
usually referred to as the Ritz method. The Rayleigh-Ritz method has 
been one of the most useful approximate numerical methods in the field 
of structural analysis; it has yielded satisfactory solutions for 
numerous problems in equilibrium, buckling and vibration. 
The analytical equilibrium problem for plates is that of find-
ing a de:flection function w (x,y) which satisfies the equation v4w = qjD 
wi thin the boundary of the plate and vhich also satisfies certain con-
ditions on the boundary. Ritz observed that the mathematical problem 
is the same as that of rendering stationar,r the integral e~ession for 
the total potential energy of the system. With the ordin~ry theory of 
flexure :for plates and beams, the total potential energy, V, can be ex-
pressed in terms of the deflection function, w, and its second deriv-
atives. The problem is then to find the function w(x,y) which minimizes 
V and satisfies the prescribed boundary conditions for the system under 
considerationo Direct application of the calculus of variations to min-
imize V leads to the analytical problem; that is!J- to the governing 
differential equation together with the so-called rrnaturalu boundary con-
ditions. Instead of following this procedure, Ritz assumed the deflection, 
W(X'Y)9 as an infinite series of "admissible" fmlctions and adjusted the 
coefficients in this series so as to minimize the total potential energy9 
Vo To be admissible, a function must satisfy the prescribed boundary 
8. 
condi tions of the problem. AI though it is not required, it is desirable 
to choose functions which also satisfy the natural boundary conditions. 
In order to be assured that the assumed series of functions can accurately 
approximate the actual deflection, it is also necessary that the functions 
form a complete set. If now, the assumed deflection function is sub-
sti tuted into the integral equation for the total potential energy, this 
energy is obtained as a quadratic function of the unkno~r.n coefficients. 
The variational problem is thus reduced to an ordinary minimum problem". 
On equating to zero the partial derivative of V taken with respect to 
each coefficient, there is obtained an infinite system of linear simul-
taneous equations which define the values of these coefficients. An 
approximation to the deflection function is obtained by solving a limited 
number of these equations. 
5. Potential Energy of the Loaded Plate-Beam System 
Consider a plate carrying a uniformly distributed load and 
supported on a rectangular grid of beams 1~th columns at their inter-
sections as was previously described~ The flexural strain energy in one 
panel of the plate is (3) 
uhere A is the region within the panel boundaries. The potential energy 
of the uniform load, q, on the plate is 
w - fSA 9 w dA , (2) 
and the flexural strain energy of a beam of length L is 
Consequently, for coordinate axes directed along the beams, the total 
potential energy of one panel of the loaded plate is 
v '" s:r{ ~ [Wxx+Wyy]2 - D(J -jA)[ WxxWyy - w/YJ}dxdy 
+ f~I: W9 dx dy + EzIg f[Wxx(X,O)t dx + E~Ibf)wrr(O,Y)rdy . 
The deflection is zero at the corner of each panel and, from 
s.ymmetry, the slope of the deflection surface at an interior panel 
boundary in the direction normal to the boundary is also zero. Therefore, 
the problem reduces to that of finding a symmetrical function VI (x,y) which 
minimizes V , given by equation (4), and satisfies the imposed boundary 
conditions, 
w(O,O) = W(O, b) = 0 
wx(O,y) - wy(x,O) :: 0 
If the methods of the calculus of variations are applied to equation (4), 
one finds for the first variation of· the potential energy 
8V = r: [Ear.. wxxxx(x,o) - 2Dwyrr(X,O)] Sw(x,O) dx 
b 
+ So [Eb1b WyyyiO,y)· - 2.D w)()(}((O,y)] Sw(O,y) dy 
+ f~S: [DV"w - 9] bW(X,y) dx dy = 0 
(6 ) 
Since Sw (x,y) is an arbitrary function which need satisfy only the imposed 
boundary conditions, each bracketed quantity must vanish identically & 
Rendering V stationary thus implies satisfaction of the governing differ-
ential equation and of the natural boundary conditions. On applying the 
variational methods to the second term in the integral for the strain 
energy of the plate, it is found that the boundary conditions alone are 
s'l.lfficient to insure that the variation of this integral vanish. It 
thus follows that this term is invariant and can be dropped from equation 
(4) 0 H. Langhaar (6 ) has proven that this term is invariant when, and 
only wen, the bolmdary is a geodesic of the deformed surface. L. E. 
Goodman has observed (6) that for a uniformly loaded infinite plate 
supported on either (8) 8 rectangular gridwork of flexible beams support-
ed at their interseotions by columns, the beams in either direction be-
ing of uniform stiffness, or, (b) a gridwork of flexible beams in the 
shape of a regular polygon also supported at the corners by columns, the 
beams form a boundary along which the deflection of the deformed surface 
is 8 geodesic'. 
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1110 W D J 0 DUNCAN'S S-FUNCTIONS 
60 Defini tions and Boundary Prop3rties of the S-Functions 
A set of simple polynomial functions with prop3rties very 
suitable to the present problem has been constructed by WG J 0 Duncan (7) 0 
Since only the ~etric functions have been used in the present work9 
they 'Will be the only ones discussed. The general syIDIIletric function 




[ ] 2m '2.m d S 2.m -2 S ( I - !) , ., (7) 
or, 
(4m -I) ~m+2(lf-l) - 2{4m + I) Pzm(2~ -I) +(4-m +3)&m-2(2~-') 
4(4m-I)(4m+3)/4rn+I' , (8) 
in which Pm is the legen.dre polynomial of the m-th degree. The corres .... 
pending sequence of anti-s.y.mmetric functions can be obtained from the 
sequence for Sm (S-) by replacing m with (m.+1/2) c The polynomial forms 
of the first three s.r-mmetric functions Qre 
SICS) = 1[(52 -253 +5 4 ) 
S2(~) = t(3S2_20g3+45s4_42ss+14s6) 
53 (5) = IIJ. (~2-14!3+70S4_16855+2JOs6- 132'5 7 + 33s8 ). 
The first and second differential coefficients of the functions are 






These functions were derived £or application to doubly built-in beams, 
consequently they satisfy the following boundar,y conditions, 
(12) 
S~(O) o 
Numerical values of the £irst four functions and their 
second derivatives are presented in Table 1. This table was prepared 
with the aid of the British Association Tables of Legendre Polynomials 
7 0 Integral Properties of the S-Functions 
In applying sequences of functions to engineering problems, 
it is necessary to evaluate various integrals which contain the functions 
and their derivatives. The following integrals comprise those which 
occurred in solving the problem under discussion. These integrals have 
been evaluated using equations (8) and (11) and well known integral 
properties of the legendre polynomial functions (9). 
J~ Sm(S) ds -= 0 m =1=1 
-15 m =1 (13) 
--60 
r /I all SrnC~) d f - 0 m (14) 0 
r' " II Sm(~) Sn(r) d! :=: 0 n =/=m (1l\ ) VO "-.... 1 
-= n :: m 
{ Sm(g) S~(S) ds = 0 n=t=m, n * m ±, 
I n =m+ I 
- 4(4tn +3)i(4m+I)(4m +5) 
--I n=m 
- 2(4m -1)(4m+3} 
J n =m-I 
- 4(4m-I)I(4m +1) (4m-3) 
3 n:. m 
- 8(4m-I)(4m-3)(4m+3)(4m+S) 
-/ n=m-I 
= 4(4m -1)(4m+3)(4m-5)/(4m+I)(4m-3) , 
- '6(4m-I)(4.tn-3)~m-5)/(4m+D(4m-7i n :: m-2 
= 8(4m -1)(4m-3)(4~+3)(4m+5)/4tn+ " ~4tn-I)(4m-3)~+~!-I) 
- 3(4m-3)(4m +3)fim+,(2.f-IJ +3(4-m -1)(4m+5) Pvn-I(Z~-!) 
- (4m+3)(4m+S) Pzm-3(2f-l) ] 
Pzm+,(Zs-i) - J?m-,(2j-1) 









Numerical values for some definite integrals of the forms of 
equations (16), (17), (18) and (19) are given in Table 2. 
IV. SOLUTION OF THE PROBIEM rnmG TEE S-FUNCTIONS 
8e The Equations for the Deflection Function Coefficients 
It is desired to assume the deflection function w(x,y) as 
a sequence of s.y.mmetrical functions which are capable of approximating 
the deflected shape of the plate as closely as may be desired. Each 
function of this sequence must satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions 
given by equation (5) 0 These conditions are fulfilled by assuming a 
deflection function in the following for.m~ 
~ 06 C» 06 
9:o/D = ~ ~ O(mn Sm(S) Sn(1!) + ~ ~m Sm(S) + ~ tIl Sn(-q). (20) 
The coefficients, O(mn~ ~m and 'tfn ~ are to be determined such that the 
total potential energy V will be a minimum.o Qni tting the second term 
from the first integral of equation (4) and 'WI"i ting the equation in 
dimensionless form9 the e~ssion for V becomes9 
(21) 
The energy V is obtained as a quadratic function of the coefficients 
O<mIl9 @m and ~h by substituting equation (20) into equation (21), that iS 9 
q'-aYc/D == ~ E l' {S- 2;. O<mn [ s.:(~ 5n(~) + ~. Sm(S) S~' (1/)J 
. . - ,? +~~mS~(S) + ~~~ tnS~(7f)J'" ds d17 
J" t I - 0 JJ ~ 4 o(rnn Sm(~) Sn("l)+ $ ~m Sm(S) + 4 t,. Sn(1l)} ds J~ (22) 
+ !ctlL'{$~m5~(!)t + ~I)~ to S~(1/)Y d71 
Let r be any value of m and s be any value of n. On the assumption that 
the order of summations and integrations can be interchanged and using 
the properties of the S-f'unctions given by equations (13) 9 (14) and (15), 
The coefficients are to be chosen such that V will be a 
minimum; thus for the coefficients ~m and ~n' 
o 
which lead to the relationships, 
_ 15' (1- eXlI ) ~I - 60 (I + Aa/c) 
r.< - 15' O<m. 
\""m - - 60 (I + >--tJ/'c) 
~ = J5 (c4-- 0<'11) 
I 60 (I + CAb) 
V J5' 0(," I 
On :-60 (I +CAb) n-F 
(24) 
(25) 
On substi tuting these values of ~m and On into equation (23) 9 the 
potential energy is obtained as a function of the coefficients O<mn 
alone c- Maldng this substitution and dropping a constant term, one obtains, 
Using this equation and the numerical values of the integrals given in 
Table 29 the matrix of Table 3 for the total potential energy has been 
obtained~ The total energy is equal to the limiting sum of the entries 
in the table multiplied by the coefficients at the heads of their res-
pective ro'W's and columns 0 It should be noted that the matrix is 
symmetrical about its pnncipal diagonalo 
The energy V is minimized by equating the partial derivative 
wi th respect to each coefficient O<mn to zero. Consequently 9 the linear 
simultaneous equations defining these coefficients are obtained by 
equating each row of Table 3 to zero and cancelling the factor "2" at 
the top of the column of constants. The properties of the S-functions 
given by equations (13) 9 (14) and (15) have resulted in the simple re-
lationships of equations (25) between the coefficients ~m and ~h and the 
coefficients ~m", and thereby have effected a considerable reduction in 
the number of simultaneous equations to be solved o 
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90 Moments and Average Moments in the Plate and Moments in the Beams f) 
MOments in the plate and beams are found from the deflection 
function w in the usual manner 9 The plate moments are 
(27) 
in which the "zero" superscripts are used to indicate that the moment is 
given for a value oi Poissonis ratio equal to zeroo Equations (27) are 
very useful for computing moments at a point for any desirable value of 
Poisson!s ratioo If Poisson's ratio is taken as zero~ the moments are 
06 ocs U ./!! II 
M; = -9 02 LF ~ eXmn Sm(S)Sn,(1() - ~a2. Lf ~rn Sm(~) 
(28) 
M; =-~ ~ Ip. O<tnnSm(~) S~'(7/) - ~ 4 On S~(ll) 
In addition to a knowledge of moments at particular points in 
the plate, it is often desirable to know the maximum average moments in 
what are commonly called the "middle" and ttcolumntr strips of the panelo 
The term If column strip" is here used to designate the portion of the 
panel over a beam and its supporting column and having a width equal to 
half of the panel width; the term "middle stripn is used to designate 
the middle portion of the pane1 9 one-half the width of the panelo The 
average moments on the center and end sections of the various column 
and middle strips are defined as followsg 
"t,. Ml=M~+f<Nl= 4 J;M:(f,71) d71 
M3 = M; + )'- N3 = 2 1.% M;(~,1i) d1j 
~ 
M4 ::: M; +)A N4 ::: 2 i~ M;O ,1f} d1{ 
~ 
The numerical values of the integrals enco1m.tered after substi tuting 
equations (Zl) into equations (28) are given in Table 2. Since the 
(28) 
deflection surface is ~etrical and has zero slope at the panel bound-
aries, the terms (Nl +N3), (N2+N4 ), (N5+N7 ) and (N6+NS) must each be 
zero 0 The average moments on a full central or edge section are there.,. 
fore independent of Poisson's ratio. The locations of the lines along 
which the moments are averaged are shown. in Figure 1. 
19. 
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FIG. 1 LOCATION OF AVERAGE MOMENTS 
The moments in the beams can be determined from the coefficients 
~m and O'n or they can be obtained directly from the plate moments: 
(29) 
10. Reduction to an Exact Solution when Aa\b = 1. 
It is evident from Table 3 that the coefficients oemn will all 
be zero if 
, t~o) 
consequently, it follows from equations (25) that the only non-zero 
coefficients are @, and O't <'> On substituting the values of the co-
efficients into equation (20), the deflection is found to be 
20. 
w = .Iff.. qa4 [ S,('f) + 
60 D I + Aa/C , (31) 
or 9 replacing 81 by its polynomial expansion given in equations (9)9 
c4 712.(I-?f )2. ] 
I +c Ab (32) 




qa (6 s -6'f2_1) 
12(1 +Aa/c) 
It is interesting that9 for this case 9 the moment ~ is equal to the 
moment in a clamped-ended beam of unit width and of length equal to a 9 
under a uniformly distributed load of q per unit length 0 MO (I + Ao/c) , y 
is equal to the moment in a similar beam but of length equal to b" arid 
q 
under a load of (I + CAb) per unit of length. Therefore 9 plates 
supported on beams, with relative rigidities such that AaAb= 1, 
function much like independent prismatic beam elements; the load is 
distributed in the ratios 1: (l+c AJ and l:(l+A~/c) to the short and 
long elements respectivelyo There are no tYisting moments ~ in such 
plates $ 
The shearing forces in the plate are 
= qa [,1-2. ~ ]-




2. [ 1-211 ] I +CAb 
The supporting beams parallel to the x-axis (long beams) are therefore 
subjected to a uniform load of qa ~a per unit of length while the load 
I + "ale 
on those parallel to the y-axis is _q_Q_C_A--=..b per unit of length" 
I +c Ab 
22. 
V. TABlES.AND GRAPHS OF NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
11. Tables of Results 
Numerical solutions have been made for about forty cases, 
covering three different panel side-ratios, c = 1.0, c = 0.8, and 
c = O~5, and embracing a wide range of beam-plate rigidities, A and A 8 l'b. 
In the case of square panslsS) the rigidities 9 As and Ab, were chosen so 
as to represent all combinations of values from zero to infinityo For 
the other panel side-ratios 9 it was assumed either that all beams were 
of equal rigidity (ioe. Ab = Aa) or that all beams had equal moments of 
inertia (i.e. Ib = Ia or Ab = Aa/c). A tabulated summary of the 
solutions is presented in Table 4-. 
In genera19 the results presented in Table 4 are those obtained 
using nine of the coefficients O<mo; that is, m and n were taken over the 
range from 1 to 3. Each case thus involved the solution of a set of nine 
simultaneous equations. In addition, each case was solved using only 
m = n = 1 and again using m = 1,2 and n = 1,2. A sequence of approximate 
solutions was thus obtained; the rate of convergence of this sequence 
could be estimated by inspection. The accuracy of the results presented 
in Table 4 is indicated by the underlining of digits which differ by 
more than five uni ts in comparison with a solution using fewer terms in 
the series. For example, solutions obtained using nine coefficients~ 
were compared to the solutions obtained using only four such coefficientso 
The solutions for square symmetrical panels were obtained using m = 1,29 
3,4 and n = 1,2,3,4; these cases required the solution of sets of ten 
simultaneous equations. The results for the limiting case of a plate 
supported on columns without connecting beams were obtained from the 
exact infinite series solution which is summarized in the Appendix~ 
120 Graphs of Results 
42() 
The results are presented in graphical form in Figures 2 to 
In order to plot the relative beam rigidity, A , over its full 
a 
range from zero to infinity9 a modified abscissa scale has been used., 
The abscissa scales are divided in the ratio Aa/(2~Aa)' therefore 
23~ 
As = 2.0 falls at the center of the scale, Aa = 1.0 falls at the 1/3 
point and so on. Figures 2 to 15 give deflections, moments and average 
moments for a square panel for all combinations of beam-plate rigidi ties 0 
Figures 16 to 42 give these deflections and moments for panels ,i.Lth side 
ratios of c = 1.09 0.8 and 005, for cases in which Ab = A.s or lb = Ia" 
VI. ACCURACY OF THE SOLUTIONS 
13. Convergence of the Sequence of Approximate Solutions 
One of the most undesirable features of the Ritz procedure 
is that it does not include a method or general principal for determin-
ing rigorously the accuracy of the results (10,11). However, some in-
dication of the accuraay can be obtained qy inspecting the convergence 
of solutions in which increasingly larger numbers of terms of the approx-
imating series were used. As has been previously described, a sequence 
of three such soluti'ons was generally obtained for each case considered 
in the present work. Because of the simplifications implied by symmetry9 
it was feasible to obtain a sequence of four approximate solutions for 
cases of square panels in which ~ = As. These solutions are summarized 
in Table 5 and in the first page of Table 6. 
The convergence of the sequence of solutions for the clamped 
plate (Aa = Ab = 06) is very good, however 9 the convergence becomes even 
better as Aa and Ab approach unity. In fact, as has been previously 
discussed, the solution becomes exact when '\ '\ = 1" As Aa and ~ are 
decreased :further, the convergence of the solutions becomes poorer. The 
solutions show the poorest convergence when Aa and Ab are both zero; 
the results of these cases are presented in Table 6. From this table, 
it is apparent that the convergence is better when the panels are square 
than when they are long and narrov. 
140 Limiting Cases; Plate'Supported on Columns Only and the Clamped 
Plate 
The bending of a unifor.mly loaded plate supported by rows of 
equidistant columns has been discussed by several authors (3912). The 
analytical solution of this problem leads to the deflection function ex-
pressed as an infinite series of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. 
This formula for the deflection9 W9 as well as formulae for moments and 
various average moments are summarized in the Appendix. Numerical re-
suIts obtained using these formulae are summarized in Table 6 in the 
columns headed tfExact Solution"o 
The agreement between the energy solutions and the exact 
solutions iS 9 in genera19 fairly goodo Because of the assumption that 
the columns provide only concentrated point reactions~ the exact sol-
utions shows infinite plate moments at the panel cornerso Therefore 9 the 
moments obtained using the energy method with a finite number of terms 
cannot agree with those of the exact solution at these pointso Aside 
from this 9 the least accurate moments obtained using the energy method 
are the negative moments at the middle of the long sides of the panels; 
these moments, however 9 are generally fairly small~ 
Another important solution obtained as a limiting case in the 
present work is the solution to the problem of a uniformly loaded clamped 
plate 0 An exact analytic solution has not been obtained for this problem 
so that exact results are not available for comparison. However, certain 
deflections and moments have been computed by other investigators using 
various approximat~ methods (see for instance references (3) and (13) to 
(21))0 Usually the method of Ritz (described herein) or the methods 
developed by Hencky (13) or Timoshenko (3) are usedo 
Some results obtained by investigators using Henckyfs 
analysis are presented in Table 7; these are virtually in agreement 
with results from the present investigation which are also presented 
in this table. In Henckyts analysis, the deflection function consists 
of a parabolic term plus a correction function in the form of a series 
of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. This deflection function 
satisfies the differential equation (DV4w = q) exactly; the co-
efficients in the series are adjusted so that the boundary conditions 
are approximately satisfied. The numerical values given in Table 7 
26. 
for Henckyfs analysis were computed by Siess and Newmark (16) from co-
efficients tabulated by Wojtaszak (14) for the terms n = I, 3, 5 &.0027 
of the series. Average moments on an edge were computed by integration9 
however, average moments on interior sections were obtained Qy the 
application of Simpson's one-third rule to moments at the one-tenth 
points. 
15. Finite Difference Solutions 
The calculus of finite differences offers an alternate approx-
imate numerical procedure for solving the general problem of a plate 
continuous over flexible beams. A number of such solutions have been 
made at the University of Illinois qy various persons working under the 
direction of Professors N. M. Newmark and C. P. Siess. These solutions 
were made using a difference net which divided each span into eight equal 
parts. Each panel was therefore divided into 64 rectangular elements o 
With this difference net and noting the simplifications resulting from 
symmetry, it is found that each case requires the solution of 24 
simultaneous linear equations () For square plates supported on beams 
which are all of the same rigidity 9 the number of equations reduces to 
Some of the deflections and moments obtained by these 
difference equation solutions are presented in Tables 7 and 80 It is 
interesting to note that the "S-function!f solutions using only four co-
efficients 0( (four simultaneous equations) are generally more 
mn 
accurate than the difference solutions using 24 simul taneous equations"o 
It is also interesting that the difference equations determine the 
moments more accurately than they do the deflections"e 
VII. CONCLUSION 
16. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
The present investigation has resulted in a relatively 
simple approximate analytical solution to the problem of an interior 
panel of a uniformly loaded plate which is continuous over a rect-
angular grid of flexible beams supported at their intersections by 
columns. The relative simplicity of the analysis made it possible to 
present fairly accurate and complete results for panels with various 
side ratios and various ratios of beam rigidities to plate rigidities. 
These results are given in Table 4 and Figures 2 to 42. 
28. 
Although the results presented are those for a plate uniform-
ly loaded over its full area, they can be used to obtain solutions for 
several other cases of loading. In particular, solutions can be 
obtained for the case in which only alternate panels are uniformly load-
ed and for the case in which only alternate rows of panels are uniformly 
loaded. The alternate panel loading can be obtained by superposing a 
uniform load qj2 with another uniform. load qj2 which is a1 ternately 
positive and negative, changing sign at each panel boundary. Under this 
latter loading, and assuming that the torsional restraint of the beams 
can be neglected, each panel is in the same condition as a simply 
supported plate of panel size. Therefore, when alternate panels are load-
ed, the solution can be obtained by superposing the present solution with 
that for a simply supported platee Similarly, the uniform loading of 
alternate rows of panels is equivalent to superposing a uniform load q/2 
with a uniform load q/2 which changes sign from row to row of panels but 
29. 
which has the same sign in any one row. Under this latter loading each 
row of panels is essentially a simply supported strip_ One representative 
panel from this strip can be solved qy Levyts method (22,3) and can be 
superposed with the solution given herein to obtain the final solution-o 
One of the most important types of structures similar to the 
plate-beam system described is the type of reinforced concrete floor 
known as the two-way slab o The foregoing solution is based on a number 
of assumptions which are not completely satisfied qy this type of struc-
ture. The results presented therefore require some modification before 
they can be applied in the design or analysis of such two-way slabs o 
The purpose of this investigation was not the actual development of an 
analysis of reinforced concrete slabs. However, analytical solutions 9 
such as those presented 9 are a basic step toward the ultimate objective 
of a rational design procedure-. 
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APPENDIX 
Summary of the Exact Solution for the Case ~ = ~ = 0 
The following summary of formulae for deflections, moments, 
and average moments in a uniformly loaded plate supported by rows of 
equidistant columns is based on the analytical solution presented in 
section 46 of S. Timoshenko's u']beory of Plates and Shells fT (3) .• The 
notation used follows that of the Irevious part of this work, however, 
the origin of coordinates is taken at the center of a panel. The de-
flection of the panel of the plate is 
w _ ~ ( ±tr:)2 c ~ --L ( , O<tn ) 
9 a"YD - 384 (- bl + 2n3 Lm m3 tan~ eXtn + sinh 2.0< ~~_ m 
32. 
co ( I).!f mTrX, r 
+_c_ ~ - cos a mny, tanh eX
m 
Sinh 'mliX 
2.rr3 Lm.. m3 sinhO<m t<lnhO<m L- a a 
(35) 
2.,4--
- (o<m + tanh eXm) cosh m~YI J 
where 0( - mire rn---· 2. 
An alternate form of the deflection function is 
obtained ~ interchanging Xl with Yl and a t~th b. 
The bending moments are: 
(36) 
m1rX, tanh oem Sinh m1TX. - tanh eXm cosh r:nTrX, J 
b c2 b ~ t:J 
M; = £(1_ 12£2.) _ c2. ~ (-I)'i- cos !!!If?- [tanh 0( cosh m1rll 
9 02. 24 b 4 ~ o(rn sinh O(rn tanh ex'm m a 2./+--
+ mlT>J tanh Q(m smh miTy, _ eXm cosh mlTyi] Q a a ~ 
The average moments in the column and middle strips areg 
(37) 
00 m+2. ] M; _ ~ _ ~ '" r-o-r [ txm - tanh O<m 
902. - 24 2 bE. 0<.2.. sAnh O(m tanh O<m 
2.) ~/'('- III 
Mo 2. c3 ~~ (-I)~ [i CXtn ] 
_6 - -.f.. + ~--=-_ 
qa2 - I~ 2 0(2. tanh O<rn sInh 2 o(rn ~6,1O- m 
06 m+2. r 1 MO ,.2. c3 '" (-I)~ o(rn - tanh eXm 
q' ;2. = 2.4 + "2 ~ 0(2. L sinh O<m tanh O<rn J 
2,6,!0- rn 
[
., O<m ] 
tanh ex'm - 5mh2.O<m 
34" 
and the moment coefficients for correcting these average moments for 
Poissons ratio are: 
_ .JiL = ~ = C2. + £ 1: (-I)li tanh o<rnlz 








2m 'la2. - qa2. - 32 "8 O<m cosh o(rnlz ~~--
(38) 
Ns _ N7 I + _I Z: (-I)~ tanh O<mlzc2. 
- Cfo2. - q 02. 32 8 m o<rn/c'4 cosh O<rn/2c2. 2. --
TABLE 10 TFR FTR..5T FOUR S - FUNCTIONS AND 
TEEm SEC OND DERIVATIVES 
SICS) 
n n 
.--! Sl(~) S2 (s) S2 (3) S 
0(000 +0.000000 +20236068 +0 .. 000000 +3.000000 1 0 00 
0.05 -0-00002523 +10598789 +0.,002634 +0&623813 0095 
00 10 +00009056 +10028591 +0~0rJ7047 -0.699000 0,,90 
0~15 +0 .. 018175 +00525476 +0.009876 -1.236lS7 0085 
0 0 20 +Oe028622 +0 0 089443 +0.009728 -le224000 Oe90 
0 .. 2; +000393(6 --0<1279508 +0~006592 -0 GI 8671'S7 0,,75 
0.30 +0~049305 -0~581378 +0,,001323 -0.-339000 00 70 
0035 +0 0 057865 -00.816165 -0".0047~ +0.2l8813 0065 
00 40 +00054399 -OQ983870 -OeOlQ36S +0~696000 0060 
0&45 +0 0 rh84?f7 -10004493 -O<o>Ol4242 +10013813 00 55 
0,,;0 +OoCh9et77 -10ll8034 -O~015625 +1,,125000 0,,50 
S3(!) WI Ii ~ 83(,) S4(f) S4(f) f 
0000 +0 0 000000 +30605551 +O~OOOOOO +4012310) 1 0 00 
0005 +Oe002052 -00869530 +0.001149 -1,,689178 0095 
0 0 10 +0 0 002735 -10412641 -0~0005Q4, -0,,068672 0 0 90 
001; +00000189 -00 451726 -0~002451 +1 Ct264574 0.8; 
00 20 -00 003471 +Oe620501 -0.001618 +0.ert5497 0 0 80 
0.2; -00005694 +1·0165466 +0.001239 -Oe303621 0~7; 
0030 -00 005144 +10055114 +0.,003423 -10100866 0 0 70 
0035 -00 002057 +0.465769 +0.003054 -Oe985730 00 65 
0.40 +0 0 002160 -00290521 +00000,372 -00163130 00 60 
0.45 +00005683 -00 80/1167 -O.OOZlOO +0.743481 0 0 ;; 
0.50 +0.007~ -10126735 -0~004026 +1.127412 Oe;O 
TABIE 20 NUMERICAL VALUES OF VARIOUS INTEGRAlS INVOLVING 
THE S - FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES 
(a) Values of (10)6f
I
S (~)S (~)d! Jo m n 
~ 1 2 3 4 
1 +198401270 -16103325 +11018639 0 
2 +74092508 -20001083 +20355630 
3 +14085443 .... 50.364,217 
4 +4~819742 
(b) Values of (10)31 is" (J)S (J)dJ 
o m n 
~ 1 2 3 4 
1 -23~80952 +5c323971 0 0 
2 + 5.323971 -6&493505 +2~101l37 0 
3 0 +20101137 -3 0 030303 +10121121 
4 0 0 +1:?l2ll21 -10754386 
n (c) Mean values of S (5) and S (!) per quarter span 
m m 
m 4J:Sm(~)ds 2r5.Js)d~ 4J:5;(s)ds 2I:s~(s)d~ 
1 +00 01543120 +0005910440 +088385255 .... 0.8385255 
2 +0.00659180 -00 00)59180 -003515625 +0 0 3515625 
3 -0.00024757 +0 0 00024757 -00 CJ73942 0 +OofJ739420 
4 -OoOOQJ0161 +0 0 00060161 +0 0 2381909 -002381909 
TABIE 3. MATRIX FOR THE TarAL POTENTIAL ENERGY v 
q2a6c(lO)-O/D 
~ O(~B 0(11 0(12 0<21 0<22 0<13 0(31 0(23 
12 2200 
-161.3325 0 0 +11.1$639 0 0 +1984.1270 - 9(1+AQ!C) 




- ~~1+C).b~ 0 -161. 3325/c4 0 0 +11.18639/c· 0 
+74.92508 
+309.2146/c2. 0 0 
-:20.01083 0 0 




-161. 3325/c. 0 0 0 9c~?1"'c XjJ 
+1984.1270 
0(21 122~ -161.3325 0 0 +11.18639 9 (1+ c) 
""2 +309.2146/c2. -69.14249/cZ 0 -100.0%15/c2- 0 
+74.92508/c· 0 0 -20.01083/c4 0 
+74.92508 0 0 -20.01083 
0(22 +84.33125/c2- +22. 37279/c2- +22.37279/c 2 -27 • 28750/c1 
""2 +74.92508/c· 0 0 0 
+14.$5443 
+144.3OO1/c2. 0 0 
~ +1984.1270/c4 0 -32.26649/c2. 
2 122200 0 
-161. 3325/c4 9c:J (1 +c >-.. ) 
+19$4.1270 
12'130 0 ~ 1+ c 


















































































TABIE 4. DEFLECTIONS.AND MOMENTS m THE PLATE AND BE.AM3 FOR 
VARIOm BEAM STIFFNESSES AND VARIOUS PANEL SIDE RATICS 
c 1.0 
Aa 06 06 ex:) 06 
Ab co 5.0 2.0 1.0 
0<'11 +0.2453540 +0~2069246 +0.1642342 +0.0502558 +0&0484327 +0~0448687 0<12 +0.04.520C)) +Odl0386811 +0.0313020 ~1 See +041'0347526 +0.0369009 +0.0374465 
22 +0.OO14119 +04 002Cf7 01 +0.0028536 ~3 Table 5 +0 .. 0009518 +0.0010036 +0.0010158 
0<31 +0.0006044 +0.0040019 +0" OCYl 4132 
0<23 +0~0003340 +0.0031922 +0.0057173 
0(32 -0.0062936 -060025925 +000011657 
33 
W(t9t) 00001265 0.001435 ,0,,001622 0.001829 
w(O,t) 0 000003324 0~OO060/77 0.001101 
w(t,O) 0 0 0 0 
M: (t,t) 0.01762 Oso01537 0 .• 01292 0.01020 
M;(t,~) 0001762 0.02068 0402405 0.02:777 
-M;c(O,O) 0 0 0 0 
.... MY(O,O) 0 0.009512 0,,0201:2- 0.032lg 
M~(t90) 0 0 0 0 
-My (t,O) 0.0513,2 00 05532 000598,2 0.CX)48,! 
-Mx(O,t) 0.0513,2 000445g 0~037l!t 0.029Q) 
Mi(Ogt) 0 O.00558g 0~01166 0001829 
Me: OoO~laz 0~003581 0.003~ O.OO24~ 
-~ Oo0132~ 0.01202. 0 .. 01050 0.008702 M; 0.01505 0001312 0*01l~ 0.00874.:2 
-M4. 0.04492 0.0392,2 0,0329,2 0.0259~ 
M~ O.OO4lOZ 0.00904~ 0.01447 0.02041 
-M6 0.013~ 0.02176 0.031~ 0.0414,2 MO 0.01505 0.0184~ 0.02222 0.0263~ 7 0.05511 
-Mg 0.04492 0.04972 O.<lSlcg 
:~~~ 0 .. 01467 0,,01678 0.,01910 0.02166 0 0.004041 0.008475 0.01336 -~ = 14 0001467 0.01280 0,,01074 0,,008471 
-N6 = Ng 0 0 0 0 
M (t) 0003209 0.03330 0003462 0.03609 
-If (0) 0.05423 0.05771 0~~16~ 0.(6601 
~a-) 0.03209 0002791 0.02333 0 .. 01829 




























TABIE 4~ (continued) 
c 1~0 Units 




<Xu +0 .. 1164395 0 +0.1640118 (Xu +0.0382533 0 +0.0388454 
0<21 +0.0228039 0 +0.,0344938 
0<.22 +0&0348641 0 +0~0341673 
0'13 +0~0036594 ° 
See +0.0018214 
0<31 +01J'0009488 0 +O.OOl28ot.. 
c:X23 +Oc0103083 
0 Table 5 i-0.0051238 
D<32 +0~0073828 0 +0~.0046578 
0(33 +Oa0045744 0 -0,,0003345 
w(t,t) 010'002059 0.002604 O~OO1622 0,"001821 qaVD 
w(O~t) 0.001549 Ow 002604 0~0003484 OaOOC17331 qa/D 
w(tSlO) 0 0 0##0003484- 0.000,3661 qs ID 
M; ~i,t~ 0~0CJ7171 0 0~,O1849 0~01605 2 qS2 MY 2,2 0.03191 0~04167 0~01849 OG02191 qS2 
4C (0,0) 0 0 0 .. 01019 0.01094 q~ 
-My (0,0) 0~04591 0~08333 Oq01019 00 02162 qs 
M~(t,O) 0 0 0.005797 0.0C603,§ 2 qa2 -~(t~?) 0"CYl03g Oa08333 0~04851 0180529~ qS2 
I 
-~(0~2) 04'02~ 0 01'04851- 0~~102 q~ 
~(O,t) O~02551 0.04167 O~0057g7 0~O12l3 qa 
Mi 0~OO1708 0 0~O0873~ 0 .. 00835,2 2 qa2 -M~ 0~0065£ 0 0",02072 O~Ol96g qa2 M; 0.006162 0 0~01663 0~01460 qaz 
-M4 0.01822- 0 0~04400 0.03762 qa 
1% 0.026.21 0.04167 O.OO873..a 0{#01436 2 qS2 
-M~ 0.053l.2 0~08333 0.02072 0~0305~ qa2 M7 O~O309~ 0.04167 0.01663 0.02Q4;_ q~ 
-M8 0.0676£ 0.08333 0.04400 O.0493! qa 
:~~~ 0~02450 0~O3125 0~01492 08 01726 2 q~ OeOl875 0.03125 00004226 0.008880 q8z -~=~ 0 .. 005950 0 Oe01492 OeOl2S7 qS2 
-N6 = Hg 0 0 
0G)004226 O~OO4430 qa 
M (t) 0~03773 0,1>04167 0.02899 O~03019 qa3 
-Jti(O) O .. C1709t 0~08333 O'r!05a:rl 0.05470 qa3 ~(t) 0.0127 0 0~02899 0.02426 qa3 
- (0) 0 .. 02292, 0 0~05097 O~O4~ qa3 
40. 
TABLE 4- (continued) 
e 1.0 Units 
As 5.0 5.0 5·.0 z.o 
Ab 1.0 0.5 0 2.0 
0<11 +0.1161059 +0.05l9847 -O.(J7Z77o/l 
0<12 +0.0321086 +0.02C6235 -0.0418028 
0<21 +0.0249051 +0.0136689 -0. 01S0433~ 
0<22 +0.0301154 +0.020:,320 -0. 0!.$l6Cf1 See 
0(13 +0.0021838 +0.0020724 -0.0116478 
0<31 +0.0010926 +0. 00 (J7295 -0.0017080 Table 5 
0<.23 +0.r:x:J67431 +0.0063941 -0.0304619 
0<32 +0.0056569 +O.OO4ert0/7 -0.0166756 
0<33 +0.0021525 +0.0032376 -O.0200u9 
v(ttt~ 0.002058 0.002315 0.002932 0.002058 qaVD 
w(O,t 0.001160 0.001636 0.oom2 0.OOCJ7726 '1$ !D 
w(t,O) 0.0003860 0.0004084 0.0004639 0.0007726 qa4/D 
Mi(tt~ 0.01335 0..01034 0" .. 00302! 0.01954 2 qS2 My( , 0.02572 0.02996 0.0400] 0.01954 ~~ -rx(O,O) 0 .• 01179 Oe01276 0.01527 0.02345 
-My (0,0) Cf.03482 0.0503.2 0.095g 0.02345 qa 
M;(t,O) 0.006302 o-.o~~ 0.007336 O.0l2P5 2 qaz 
-My (t,O) 0.057~ 0.0:,331 0.07631 0.~534 'qa ~; 2 -M~ (O,t) 0.0328.Q 0.0237~ 0.003~ O.~534 qS2 
My (O,t) 0.01904 0.02657 0.0434!t 0.01265 qa 
MO 0.00795,2 0.007482 0.OOS2~ 0.01422 2 I qa2 
-Ml 0.0182Q Oqt0163.2 0.0099.2.2 0.02992 qS2 Ms 0.01234 0.009802. 0.003682 0.01852 qaz 
-M4 0.0305,2 0.022'71 0.004022 0.04293 qa 
M} 0.02054 0.02732 0.04271 0.01422 2 qS2 
-M% 0.0416,g 0.05432- 0.08862 0.02992 q~ M] 0.02471 0.02944; 0.04C6~ 0.01852 qS2 
-Mi 0.05521 0.0619~ 0.CJ7802. 0.04293 qa 
-- = '" ".,nL.'!l"'f t"'!rY"'!~ r-. fY'}~! () rI'~':>':2 2 
-
t"!G I -~, .N~ I Ue U .L':1Q{ VOV~( { V.V~7("+ 
-~~~ O.O14~ 0.01973 O.O329~ '"" ,,1"'\I""t.~"""" qS2 U.\JV"j:J:>~ 0.01059 0.008052 0.002012 0.01523 
CD 5 - 0",004658 0.004916 00 005547 0.009332 
qS2 
-N6 = Hg qa 
M (t) 0.03152 00 03302 0.0,3668 0.02529 qa3 
..Jf~~~ Oo0589~ 0.CXS372 0.CJ76~ 0.04691 q~ -~(O) 0.01904 0.01329 0 0.02529 qa 0.0348,2 0.0252£ 0 0.04691 qs3 
410 
TABIE 40 (continued) 
,,,> 100 Units I \,,:-:J 
A~ 200 2 0 0 2 00 1 0 0 
<i:', 




O(~'":' ?OoOS18319 0 -O~157868; 0 
~...:-... ~Oo0173684 0 =Oc:0924S06 0 0<]2 i 
ct,000151713 0 ~o0449433 0 ! 0<""1 I 0::;;<.,. +0,,0185623 0 =001149632 0 cX2t2 
0('9' .... -0-000012795 0 <=rO 0026603.3 ~. 
I CX:;1' c'i'O~ 0008993 0 "",00005(624- 0 
",,".'fc..c.> ~OoOO46452 0 ~Oc0715104 0 / ()( ~~~ t ~,;; 0&-000042376 0 -O~O412662 0 j 0(3;;: 
·{>oOo0021341 0 ~OIt0483329 0 i c;.< ~':.),c-" ~ ~ "'" c>(/~1
• 
~ 1 -:) 00002604 0 0 002604 
4 t 
"':i,; t~2"~2 0:>002.31; 00003311 qa/D I 
,~fii) 1) 00001226 00001736 o~oo2968 00001302 qaJD 1 
"!it \ '- '$ 2 
w(.l. c) 0 0 0008173 000008681 OoOO0996g 0 0 001302 qa I'D ! 029 - J 
1 
0001688 O~006620 ~ 
1 
M~ (l -1..) OQ013S9 000208.3 q~ 1 ~x ! f9 f : Mi I~Z9 2) 0002342 Oo0Zl78 0003825 0~02083 q8(,] 1 
=M~ {C\,O) 0002546 0 0 02778 O~O340£ 0004167 ~ I qa2 ! 
=M1(09 0 ) OeO,3802 0 0 05556 Ooll~ 0';)04167 q<ffi 
) "'il 
M«!IllO" 0001323 0001,389 0,,01552 0002083 ~ : ;.: .. Jr \,. 29 ) qa.-:') =~ (~90J Oo0501i 0005556 Oc06~ 0004167 ~, ~ qa":,# 
= "J( (C9 ~) O~O3698 0 0 02778 O~O064§2 0 0 04167 qa2 
I 
-yO (I/~ l~ 0001988 0002778 Oy 045{& 0 0 02083 q~ :...11 ~ '-~::J 20' 
~ 0,,01407 00 01389 0~O13.3.§ 0 0 02083 
;2 
e;!,~""'l 
=M~ 00029[£ 0 0 02778 0.:02112 0~O4167 ~ qlEZ M; 0001634 0001389 00007878 0002083 qa2 =M~ 0003579 00 02778 00008622 0004167 q~ 
; 
, 
115 0,,02068 0002778 0 0 02083 2 Oo0439Q q~2 .~ 
=Ml Oo0417~ 0005556 0009414 0004167 i qa2 ! M~ 00022$9 00 02778 C.039~ 0 0 02083 I i q~ I [ 
=}!a 0004882 0005556 000720,2 0004167 I q~ I I 
, ! 
2 I 
-~1 = N3 0001787 0002083 0,,02083 Oe01562 qa2 I I 
=le: ~ N, 0 00]477 0 0 02083 000349Q 0001562 q~ I =~ ~~ ~ 0,,01296 0001042 Oo00431~ 0~01562 qa2 I N"" 0= N 0 0 009840 0001042 O~Ol186 0:>01562 OlSl 
= 6 _D 8 I 
M rl) 0002646 ~ I 0002778 O~O3102 0.02083 qa"'" i ~\2 3 ,;, '\ 0005091 0005556 OrJOS812 Oc04167 =.fo \.)J qa~ ! ~!"1) 0001988 0001389 0 0 0 02083 qte(' ~ 
"" .... \2 
qa3 ! y, ... " (l,.. \ O~O380l Oo0Z778 0 00 04167 ='J" '~,J) j ~ ~ :0 .,~ 
42e 
TABIE 4~ (continued) 
c 1.0 Units 
Aa 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 
Ab 0~5 0- 0~5 0 
0(11 ...{) • CJ714177 -0".2592456 -0.3834098 
052 -0.0246824 -0&1559401 -0.2394708 
0<22 .,.0 .. 0210902 -0~0867370 -0.1558476 
0<22 -0.0311203 -0.2095022 See -0.3548763 
0<13 -0.0028365 -000467405 -0.CJ758723 
~31 -0.0019368 -0 ~ 011980/7 Table 5 -0.0Z76712 
0<23 -0~0106518 -0.1298752 ... 0 0 2196SS2 
0<32 -0.0095379 ac>O~0803875 -0,,1498967 
0<33 -0.0059255 -0 ~ Q91CY728 -0~1624646 
w(t~t) 0.00293.3 00003754 0.003312 0<1004284- qa!lD 
w(O~~) 0 40 001851 0.003201 0~0019S5 0.003482 qaiD 
w(t~O) OcOO1389 0.001616 0~001985 0.00234,9, qa In 
~<t·i) 0c: 01790 0;1'01068 0,,02247 0.0154£ 2 qa2 ~ t"2", 2) 0~02530 Olr03616 0.02247 0~03J1~ qa2 <=>~ (O~o) 0.04592 o.o;sg O~OS9~ O.09Q2i qS2 
~M1(O!o) 0.(6166 o.12§Z 0~CX)9<l£L: 0.15,gz qa 
M:(t,O) 0.02192 0 .. 02461 0.03CJ72 0003482: 2 
I 
qS2 
" ..~(tfO) 0~0469§ 0.05922 0~037~~ 0.04976 qa2 =~ (0, ~) 0~0323.Q OoOlO~ 0~0375 ... Ooo14~ qs<"';\ 
MY (0, ~) 0",0291.2, O~047§2 0~03072 0005012 ~ .. qa 
~ 0 .. 02100 0.02130 0.02890 0.03021 2. qS2 
=M;' 0.04121 0.O36~ Oe0574g 0005521 qa2 M3 0.01850 0.01270 0~02371 0i)01821 qa2 
«>M4 0~03355 0<9014C11. 01J04021 0,,02051 qa 
Ms 0.02829 0.04521 0",02890 O.046ert 2 qS2 
-Mt 0.0566,2 0.1012 0.0574~ o.lOji qS2 
:M7 0.02589 0.038(6 0~O2371 0.03642 qS2 
. MO 0.04832 0.OS5g 0~04021 0.05722 .,. I qa 
~~ = N3 0.01865 0.02607 0~01616 0~0238.J. 2 qa2 
-iC ~ ~ 0.02210 0.0371,§ 0.02357 0~0398~ qa2 
~ - 7 0001310 0£0~98§. 0.01616 0,,010ll qa2 cz>N~ = NS O?Ol660 0 .. 01909 Oc02357 0~0Z741 qa 
M (t) 0?02192 0~02467.. 0.01536 01ol0174g qa.3 
<=>MaCO) 06'04595 Oi'05S12 0r.,0345~ 0.045£& qa? 
~m 0tJ>01457 0 00 01536 0 qa3 
..., (0) 0~03081 0 0(>0345~ 0 qa3 
TABLE 4. (continued) 
c 100 0~8 Units 
~a 0 00 5e O 2.0 
~ 0 CX1 5,,0 20 0 
cXu +0. 1672C6S +0.l241461 +0.0700498 
0<12 +0.0183744 +0.0162397 +0.01ll2l6 
0<21 +0.0515578 +0.0419296 +0.0263703 
0<.22 See +0.0210508 +000225457 +0.0179534 
0<13 +0.00002:77 +0"Q003CZl +000004259 
0<31 Table 6 +0.0023380 +0.0025288 +0.0021278 
0<.23 -0.0007190 +0.0014330 +0.0024542 
0<32 -0.0003757 +0 c 0035654 +0.0050042 
0(33 -0.0048035 -0~OO134OO +0.0011089 
w(t,t) 0.005800 0.0007462, 0 .. 001017 0.001.345 qaVD 
W(09t) 0.004350 
° 
0.0001505 0.0003425 qS4/D 
w(t~O) 0.004350 0 0.,0003179 o ~ (X)(i>962 qa ID 
~(t~t) Oe02758 0.009218 OItOll8.2 0.0149,2 qa2 
~(t~t) 0.02758 0.01733 0.01653 0.01569 2 qS2 
-M~(O~O) 06 0 OIlOCR37 !:. 0.02122 qa2 
c:Hy (0,.0) c6 0 0.00585:2. 0.01622 qa 
~ (t,O) 0.05733 0 0.005261 0.01l36 2 qa2 ~(2fO) 0.02975 0.04244 0~03866- 0,,0344.2 qS2 
-M~ (0,1) 0.02975 0.0.352§ 0.03637 00036802 qS2 MY (09 2) 0005733 0 0.00392p O.ooernz. qa 
Mi 0.05111 0.002008 0.006692 0001214 2 qS2 
-M;. 0.1287 0~00896..2 0~O1651 0002561 q~ 
M3 0003223 0.0077~ 0.01081 0.01439 qS2 
~M4. 0.03793 0.031()) Oe03~ 0.03491 qa 
Ms- 0005111 0.004354 0,,007072, 0.01049 2 qa2 ~M6 0.1287 0.01217 0.0164Q 0.022ce. q~ 
Hi 0.03223 0.01502 0.01485 0.'()]477 qS2 
--Mi 000.3193 0.0378,2 0.03538 0.03267 qa 
:~~~ 0.01821 0001375 0.01294 0.01207 qa2 0.04779 0 O~002854 0.006465 2 qa2 -~= ~ 0.01821 0.00839~ O.OCf1997 O.O1l80 qS2 
aoN6 = Ng 0~04779 0 0~003852 0.008404 qa 
M (t) 0 0.02941 0.02631 00 02272 qa3 
-.:tf(O) 0 0.05OS6 0~04687. 0·04244 qa.'3 
~<t). 0 0.01698 0,,01570 0.01403 qa.3 (0) 0 0.02833 0,,02741 01)02592 qa3 
44. 
TABIE 4.. (continued) 
c 0.8 Tl:dts 
As 1.0 0.5 0&2 0 
Ab 1.0 0.5 0.2 0 
0<11 0 -0.091$197 -0.233752S 
0<12 0 ~,--o.O'JM.7 03 -0.0844420 0 
-0.0483141 -001499828 cX21 0 -0.0497286 -0 (I 189lB\)6 0<22 0 -0.0026621 -0.01557!2l See 0<13 
0(31 0 -0.0015401 ...,000357348 Table 6 
0<23 0 -0.0133305 -00~73447 
0(32 0 -0.0238455 -001~?5 
0<33 0 -000l2S421 -OoW 093 
W(t9t) 0.001750 0.002270 00002973 00004052 qayD 
V{09t) 000005926 0.0009287 0.00:1405 0.002185 qa/D 
W(t9 0) 0.001157 00001739 000025~ 00003654 qa ID 
M~(ft) 0.01852 O.02ZJ7. OoOZlo/l 0.03448 2 qS2 
M; ( 92) 000]482 0.013'.9 0001292 0001216 qS2 
~(090) 0003704 00~01Q 0009921 c:>d qS2 
=MY(09 0) 0002963 0.050ll 000871.2. 06 qa 
~(t~O) 0.01852 0.02702 00037~ 0004919 2 qS2 
-MY (t9 0) 0.02963 Oo024Jg 0001721 0001260 qS2 
c:>M~(09t) 0.03704 0.037~ 0003716 0.03954 qS2 
Mi(O,t) 0.01482 0.02244 0.03~ 0.04456 qa 
M: 0.01852 0.0261,2 000352.Q 0004635 2 qS2 
-M;' 00037~ Oo052~ 0007500 0.1202 qS2 M; 0.01852 0.02342 0.0294~ 0.03699 qa2 
cmM4- 0.03704 0.03921 Oo0412! 0.04643 qa 
M} 0.01482 0.02034 0.0Z747 0.03686 2 qa2 
=M; 0.02963 0.0401,2 0.056~ 0.08828 qa2 M; 0.01482 0.01504. 0.01552, 0.01648 qS2 
-M; 0.02963 0.02621 0.02244 0.018.38 qa 
..,~ = N3 O.Ollll 0.01007 O .. OO89~ 0.007876 2 qa2 
-- =N 0.01111 0.01723 000255.2, 0.03740 qS2 -~=~ 0.01389 0.01636 0001942 0002340 qS2 
ca>
N6 = NS 0.01389 0.02C65 0002912 0,,04037 qa 
M (t) 0001S52 0.01351 000rJ74,22 0 qa3 -~(O~ 0.03704 0.03002 0.0192,Q 0 qS3 ~(t 0001185 0.00897,2 00005122 0 qa3 (0) 0002370 0.02012: Oe014~ 0 qa3 
450 
TABLE 4. (continued) 
c 008 Units 
Aa 5.0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0089443 
I\b 6 e 25 2.5 1,,25 1.11803 
0<11 +0.1284045 +00(1787999 +0.0131284 0 
0<12 +0.0163288 +0.0118853 +0 0 0024315 0 
0<21 +000433052 +0.,0295710 +0,,0056153 0 
0<.22 +0,,0225577 +0.0191622 +0 0 0044660 0 
0<13 +0.0002:773 +O.OO040CY7 +0.0001412 0 
0<31 +0.0025828 +0.0023419 +O.OOQS~O 0 
0<23 +0.0012468 +0.0023937 +0.0008341 0 
0<32 +0.0032919 +0.0051678 +0.0016686 0 
0(33 ..()oOO16361 +000008683 +OoOOaJ478 0 ~ 
w(t,t) 0.001008 0.001324 0.:001717 0~OO1793 qa4/D 
W(09t) 0.0001236 0.0002894 00 0005169 0.0005631 qa4/D 
w(t~O) 000003165 00 0006902 OoOOll44 0.001230 qa4/D 
M; (~,t) OoOl2l! 0.0153S: 0.01901 0.01967 2 qa2 
Mi(t,t) 0001630 0001527 0.01424 0.01408 qa2 
-M:(09 0) 0000930.2 0,,0209,Q 0.03624 0.03935 qa2 -M;(O~O) 00005612 0001364 0.02558 0.02815 qa 
~ (t9Oj Oo00524.i 0.01129 0.018.37 0001967 2 qS2 
-M}(2,0) 0.03840 0~0339§ 0~02903 0<>02815 qa2 
-M; (O,t) 00 0372:7 0.03842 0.03926 0003935 q82 My (O,t) 00003226 0.00743,Q 0.01298 0001408 qa 
~ 0.005731 0&01216 0~01851 0001967 2 qS2 
-Mi 0001662, 0002572, 0.03714 0003935 qa2 M; OoOlIes: 0.01471 0 6 01891 0001967 qS2 
-M. 0,,03J7!± 0.0363~ 0.03893 0003935 qa 
Ms 0.0Q)50.2, 0.00938,2 0.01330 0001400 2 qS2 
-M, 0.0154~ 0.0201.,2 0002678 0.02815 qa2 M~ 0001456 0.01423 0001408 0001408 qa2 
-M'8 0.03501 0.03198 0.02872 0.02815 qa 
::: ~ ~ 0.01279 0.01l79 0.01074 0001056 2 qa2 0.002344 00005466 Oe009705 0001056 qa2 -~ = ~ 0001020 0.01217 0<)01436 0001475 qa2 
-N6 = N8 Oe003836 0&008338 0001374 00 01475 qa 
M (t) 0.02622 0002259 0.01837 0.01760 qa3 
-~(O) 0.04651 0.0418,Q 0003624 0003519 qa3 
~(t) 0.01613 0.,01486 0~01298 0.01259 qa3 
- (0) 0.0280.2 0.0272.a Oe02558 0.02518 Q.a3 
TABLE 40 (continued) 
.,., 0~8 OeS Units ..., 
Aa 0~5 CXS 50 0 200 
Ab 00625 06 5eO 2 0 0 
0<11 ~00783882 +000394424 ~Oo0302503 -}Oo0176893 
0<12 ~~0l87947 +0 0 0017901 +000018.314 +000014293 
0<'21 -000396280 +0~0336760 +000267743 +000163853 
""22 ~000385983 +OQ0073822 +0 0 0070560 +000052186 
ex 1'3 =>000018237 +0 00000087 ~OoOOO0284 +0,,0000425 
0<31 =0,,0C60379 +000062732 +0,,005.3878 +0r;00.36287 
0<23 -00009'7162 +000002331 +000003675 +0.;0003871 
"'32 -000182439 +000035093 VO.,0040001 +000033857 
0<3.3 ..,.000093493 +000000093 +000003240 +0,,0004643 
w(ts f) 00002226 OoOOO15~ 00 0003752 000006411 qaVD W(09Z} 0,,0008402 0 000000243 000000588 qa~D 
W(t9 0 ) 0,,001715 0 0 0 0002309 000005133 qa /D 
! ~~tyt) 0002326 O~OO09Q30 Oc; OO44t1 0,,008681 2 i qa2 ! M~(292) 000132~ 00 01000 0 .. 0091 1 0.e-008iS2 qa2 I =M~(090) 00 05822 0 OeOcnOO9 0001591 qS2 
I =M;tO$JO) OoQ44SQ 0 O~002S~~ 0,,007131 qa 
I H:(t9 0 ) 0002678 0 00003752: 0 .. 008292, 
2 
qS2 
o t11 Q) O.0235g 0 0 02071 0001881 0001664 ~MY\29 qa2 ! =M: (09t) 0003941 00014io OoOl~~ O!)O222,§ qa2 I 
! My (09t) 00 02044- 0 0.,001 22 0~003851 qa 
i 2 I M~ Oe026o.3 OoOOOl§2i Oer OO382§ Oo00837lt j qaPJ 
=M! 00 0522,2 OoOO35~ 00009822 Oe0176S ~ qa.~ M; Oo023sg 000008004 0 0 0043£ 0 0 008617 t<:. q~2 
=M4. 0;:,04131 00012zr= OoOl~ 0002172 qa 
~ Ms 00 01866 o c 003372" 0,,004174 00005.314 2 qa2 ~M~ Oo0366~ Oo0083~ 0.,009500 0.0112,2 qs;z I Mi 0001423 00009174. Oc008549 Oo007S1S q~2 
=-Mi 0 0 02523 Oo0195~ 000180.12 0001614 qa 
=N"l = ~ 00009668 O()fXJ7580 OoO())962 OoOC615g 2 qa.2 -~ = it: 0001562 0 0.)001179 00002838 qa2 ~~ = 7 0001685 00OO147g o QOO3894 0~OOS812 qa"..~ ~N~ = N8 0002041 0 00002788 0*0C'61B4 ~ qa 
M (t) 0 0 0133,2 00 0205.2, 0-;>01871 0,,01659 :3 qS3 -K'(O~ 0 0 02926 Oo0377g O~O3504 Oc;;03182 q~3 ~(t 0001022 00004142 00004055 00 003851 qa3 
=M];i(O) 000224,2 OoOQS881 0.,007083 0~oan32 qa 
TABIE 4. (continued) 
c 0.5 Units 
Aa 1.0 0.5 0 5 
Ab 1.0 0.5 0 10 






0<22 0 -0.01.34618 +0.0071600 0 -0.0003172 See +0.0000198 0<13 
0<.31 0 -o~0082243 Table 6 +04)0058.336 
0<23 0 -0.0018024- +0,0003236 
eX.32 0 -0.01Cf7920 +0,0039.343 
0<3.3 0 -00 0024858 +0.0002.378 
W(t9t) 0.00CR766 0.00141.3 0.,002914 0~000.3747 qavn 
w(O,!) 0.0001085 0.0001828 09 0005301 O'i'OOOO1.3'O qS4/n 
w(~,O) 0.0008681 0.001329 0~002900 051 0002.3 0.3 qa In 
~(t9~) 0.01389 0.0204,§ 0.04088 0~00452.1 2 qa2 
:!(t,t) 0.006944 0.005441 OqOOl081 0l!'0091.:M: qa~ 
- x(O,o) 0.0Z778 0.04487 0~oo69.2.2 ~ O<! qa2 
-M;(O,O) 0.01.389 0.0252,Q 06 0.0015C7l. qa 
M!(..l.,O) 0.01.389 0. 02091 01t 04245 0~00375~ 2 qa2 
-My (t!tO) 0.01.389 0.01q22. O~OOl084 0.01882 qS2 
-M~(O,t) 0.0Z778 0.034J:!t 0~05576 0.01908 qa2 
M),(09t) 0.0C6944 0.01132 0~02758 0.0008691 qa 
M7 0.01389 0.02085 0.,04217 0,"OO.39.Q2 2 qS2 
-M2: 0.0Z778 0.041~ 0'!ilQS5 0.0100.2, qa2 M; 0001389 0.02052 OQ04117 06tOO4.3~ qS2 
-M; 0.02778 0.0352.2 O.CASOl.3 0.017![L qa 
M} 0.OQS944 O.OO9.3OQ 0.01808 0.003677 2 qa2 
-M6 0.01.389 0.017~ 0~03881 0.0086~ qa2 M.] 0.(0)944 0.005871 0.002755 0.008465 qa2 
.."Mg 0.01389 0.01111 0.00285.3 0.0179g qa 
:~ ~:: 0.005200 0.0040~ 0~00())890 0.0C6914 2 qa2 0.005208 0.008692 0«02320 0~00C63az qS2 ~it = N; 0.01042 0.01501 0~O2958 O.OO39~ . qa 
0.01042 0.01584 0 .. 0.3300 0 .. 00278' . 2 
-Ng = N8 qa 
M (t) 0.01389 0.0104~ 0 0.01876 qa3 
-w(o) 0.02778 0.02242- 0 0,,03472 qa~ 
~(t) 0.003472 0.0028.31 0 0.004346 qa"'"' 
- (0) 0.OQS944 0.(0)22,2 0 0.007522 qa.3 
TABIE 4 <> (continued) 
c 0.5 Units 
Aa 2.0 1.0 0.70711 0..,5 
Ab 4-.0 2 0 0 1 .. 41421 1 8 0 
cX1l 
+OQ0237609 ~0.0099808 0 -O~0122056 
+0.0015529 +0.0008326 0 ...,0.0013975 0<12 +000219426 +0.0CF!7622 0 -0.0129257 
0<21 +0.0cx,1546 +000032094 0 -O()OO51911. 0(22 +0.0000311 +0.0000276 0 -O~OOO0766 
0<.13 +O.0048Q)9 +00 0024038 0 -0".0037317 0(31 +0.0003744- +0.0002569 0 -0.0005528 0(,.,":( 
o(~ .... +0.00385'13 +0 .. 0022732 0 -o~. 0041327 
0(32 +0~0DP4169 +0.0003418 0 -0.0007962 
33 
W(t1~) 00 000638.2, OcooQ9686 0(,001174 o-~OO1397 qa~/D 
w(O,~) 0.0000339 O'<}OOOOSsb 0.0000953 0.0001292 qa4 /D 
wets-D) 0~OO05108 00 0008611 0.,001079 0,,001315 qa4/D 
-" M; (~9 ~) CJ~OO88Q2 Ot;OJ4QS 0,,01726 0~O2057 ?. qat"j 
MO (.1- .1..) 0&00809;2 6eo06s5.Q O";;-OaJI02 O~0053I.2 ~ 'I 292 qa2 
-M:(090) 0.015~ 0~0270t 0.~.O3452 0 .. 04312- qa ...... 
=Mf (0 9 0) 0~004 7: 0&0085 Q 0~01220 0.01702 ?. qa 
~(t~o) 0.000279 0.01385 0,;;01726 0$0209,Q 2 qa2 =M~(~10) 0.01662 0001388 0~01220 0~01041 qa2 -~(09 ~) 0.0246.] 0.03092- 0$003452 0~0.38.Q§ qa.; 
MY(O~t) 0~002237 O~OCl4444 0 .. 0(6102 0,,008153 ~. qa 
M': 0&008386 0001390 OJ<. 01726 0.02004 2 qa"", 
..,.~ 000179.2 O.02g~ 0.03452 0.0417.Q r::. qa 
.2 M3 0 0 008716 0.01402 0~O1726 0,,0207.0 qtS~ 
=M4 00023£ 0.03042 0~03452 0.03867 ~ qa 
Ms 0.004245 Oo005Z77 O.OUSI02 0.007159 2 qa2 
-M6 Oo0014,2! O.Ol09g 00.01220 0_013~ qa2 M; OoOCJ7639 0 0 0066 g 0.006102 00 005521 qa.., 
~M8 0.01592 0.01361 01P 01220 OoOl07~ ;:;;. qa 
:~~ ~ 0&OOSl12 0.005152, 0.004576 0.003970 2 qa2 0.001641 0.003304 0$004576 0_OOS176 qa2 =~ = it? 0.0070(fl 00 01(170 0.~01294 0 .. 01533 qaz 
-N6 = Ng OcOOS162 0 .. 01036 0.,01294 0~01573 qa 
:a (~) 0.0165§, 0,01385 0~01220 0.01045 3 q~3 
- (0) 0.0313.Q 0.0270:2, 0<1102441 0*02l57 qa3 ~m 0.004475 0.0Cl4444 0.004315 0.004076 qa.3 























- 2 - 4 
M (~) 
-~(O) 
TABIE 5. CONVERGENCE OF A SEQUENCE OF APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTIONS FOR VARIOUS SYMMETRICAL SQUARE PANElS 
m=l m = 1,2 ]1:= 1 2. :i' ., " ' m = 1,2,3,4 
n=l n = 1,2 n= :1~~.~~:· n = 1,2,3,4 
+0.2722222 +0.2801583 +0.2801638 +0.2801659 
0 0 0 0 
+0.0510295 +0.0510287 +0.0510045 
0 0 0 








-0 it 0114604 
-~.0095108 
0.0013292 0.0012645 0.0012653 0.0012653 
0 0 0 0 
0.02127 0.01756 01)01761 Ocr01762 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0.04254 0.05116 0005128 0.05139 
0.004696 0.004082 0.004086 0.004107 
0.009393 0.01343 0.01341 0~01328 
0.01799 0.01499 0~015c6 0.01505 
0.03600 0.04468 0.04493 0.04492 
0.01595 0.01467 0.01468 0.01467 
0 0 0 0 
0.03032 0.03213 0.03210 0.03209 

















TABLE 5. (continued) 
c = J.O 
m=l m = 1,2 m = 192,3 m = 19293,4 
Parameter n=l n = 1',2 n =19~'~.3: n = 1,2,3,4 Units 
0<11 +0.1995927 +0.2OS8ll5 +002058197 +Oo2OS8207 
@1 +0.0049716 +0.0049267 +0.0049267 +0~0049267 
0<l2 +0.0426816 +000428564 +0.0428407 
@ 2 -0~0002651 -0~0002662 -0 0 0002661 
0<22 +0.0339484 +0.,03529Z7 +000350170 
0<13 +0.0013736 +0.0012926 
~3 -0.0000085 -0.0000080 
0<23 +0~0028258 +0.0016943 
0<:33 -0,,0032718 -0~0072868 




w(t,~) 0.0016694 000016217 000016222 0.0016222 qaVD 
w(O, ~) 0.0003474 0.,0003484- 000003484 0 0 0003484 qa /D 
M~(t,t) 0.021152 00018460 0~018479 0.018487 ·2 qa2 -M~(O,O) 0.Ollll7 0.010221 0,,0~0187 00010194 q~ 
M~(t,O) 0.0055584 0.0058055 000057981 00 00570/11 qa2 -M~ (O,t) 0.042303 0.048400 0~048520 00048572 qa 
M~ 0.0090018 000086964 0«>0087226 OoOCR!7325 
2 qa,.., 
-Ml 0.018004 Oe020534 00 020780 0.020720 
,::. qa2 M3 0.018748 0.016572 00016630 0.016630 qa2 
-M4 0.037496 00043821 0.044016 0.044003 qa 
-~ = N3 0.015864 0.014921 0.014922 00 014920 
2 qa2 
- 2 = N4 0.0041688 000042244- 000042254 000042256 qa 
M (~) 0.027792 0.029032 0 0 028990 0.02$985 qa3 
-~(O) 0.055584 00051106 0.050135 0.,050972 qa3 
a 
51. 
TABIE 5. ( continued) 
c = 1.0 
m=l m = 1,2 m = 1,21 3 m = 1,2,3,4 
Parameter n=l n = 192 n = 1~213 n = 1,,2$3,4 Units 
0(11 +0.1100597 +O",1l59Slf -r0t>1l60046 +0,1160048 
€3 1 +0.0110454 +Oe0109S17 +0~0109815 +0.rOlQ9815 
0<l2 +0.0276114 +0.0278949 +0~02789Q) 
~2 -0.0003430 -0.0003465 -0~OOO3465 
0<22 +0.0262708 +0 .. 0286896 +0~0286240 
~13' +O~OO14561 +0",0014329 ~n fV\n", a1 ~f"I f"Innrn '7e} 
~ 3 -w ~ vvVU'...&,...\",l .. ,,;'·v ~ '"'V'vV' ..... ~ v 
0(2.3 +0~0054417 +0,,0051624 
0<.33 +0:,0014661 +0,,0003244-0(14 -o~· 0000587 
~ 4 +o~ OOOOOCY7 
0<24 ~O '0; 0004054 
0(34 -0.,0019356 
0<.44 -O~0022095 
w(t,t) 0.0020050 0~0020579 O~OO20581 0~.OO20581 qaZID 
W(O~2) Of OOC17718 0.0007727 0 .. ,OOa7726 O"OOCJl726 qa In 
~(t,t) 0~02l010 0~O19534 O~019533 0~019538. 2 q~ 
-H:(O,O) 0,024698 0.023527 O,~O23451 0~023455 qS2 
H;(t,O) 0.012349 O~012664 0.012647 0.,012647 qS2 
-M;(O~t) 0.042020 0.045242 0,,045.340 07045344 qa 
MO 0~00l4262 O~O14l94 0:014224 0 .. ,014224 2 qS2' ! 0~02S524 0.020/734 0 .. 029928 0~029921 
-Hz q~ M- 0.019675 0.018484 0,018521 O~0185~ qS2 I 0~039350 0.042826 0~0429.36 0~O42926 
-M4- qa 
-~~~ 0.015758 0&015230 0,,015229 Oe015228 2 qa2 
- 2"" 4 O?0{)92619 0",0093290 O~0093315 0~0093316 qa 
~~!~ 0.024698 0.025328 0~025294 0",025293 qa3 0.049396 0~~7054 0~046902 0.046910 qa3 a 
TABLE 5~ (continued) 
m=l m = 1t2 m = 1,2,J m = 1,2,.3~ 
Parameter n=1 n = 1;2 n = 1~~~· n = 1,2,3,4 lJn1ts 
0(11 -0.]4244'9 -0.1548472 -0.1550907 -0.1550179 
~ 1 +0.0283842 -t0~0286924 +O~0286985 +0.0286986 
0('12 -0,0531865 -0.0552652 -0~0553585 
~2 +0.0013214 +0.0013731 -ii-O.0013754 
0<:22 -0.C672Q48 -0".0809059 -0('0817265 
0<13 -0.0C69943 -0.0073321 
(33 +0~0001738 +0~0001822 
0<23 -0~0292747 -0.0319844 







w(t,t) 0_.0032713 0.0033122 Oe0033124 0.0033124 qayD 
w(O,i) 0.0019834 0~OO19843 0.0019851 0,J;0019851 qa jD 
M; (t,t) 0.02~06 0 .. 022424 0'1 022477 0(>022472 2 qa2 
-M:(O,O) 0.063469 0.C68122 01J~8917 0~C69037 qa2 H;(t,O) 0.031734 OIJ 03 0592 0,,03Cf737 0.030722 qa2 
-M:(O,t) 0.041212 0.0377b7 0.037428 00037589 qa 
Hi 0.029277 0~O28950 0.028874· 0.028897 2 qS2 
-ML 0.058554 0~058204 0.057554 0.057416 q~ M; Oct 022322 0.023790 0~023722 0.023714 qa2 
-M4 0.044644- 0.040340 0.,040196 0.040214 qa 
-il = N3 0.015455 0.016156 01t016164 0.016161 2 qa2 
- 2 = N4 0.023801 0.023595 0.023569 Oe023572 qa 
'" 
M (t) 0.015867 0.015296 0.015368 0.015361 ... qa; 
... - . 
-
- - ~ - , -
- ---~ -


























- 2 - 4 
M_ (t) 
TABIE 6. COMPARlSON OF APPROXIMATE .AND EXACT SOLUTIONS 
FOR A PLATE SUPPORTED ONLY BY COLUMNS 
C .: 1.0 
53. 
in=l m = 192 m = 1 9 2.,3 m = 1,2,3,4 Exact SolIn Units 
n=l n = 1,2 n = 19293 n = 1929394 
-0 0 597561 -0.743593 -007702rJ79 -007781116 
+00059538 +0.064980 +0 e 0659718 +000662663 
-0.458432 -0 c 569.].109 -006035976 
+0.017085 +000212095 +000224948 
-0.722347 -101627929 -103126828 
-0 0 2235778 -003016386 








00 005403 0.00574.1 00 005781 00005792 00005800 qayn 
00004160 0.004274 0.004337 0,,004339 00004350 qa In 
0.01988 0 0 02669 0002736 0.02746 0002758 2 qa2 001331 0.1966 Oe24l2 01)2754 06 qS2 
0006656 0.05343 o~05929 0~05621 0 0 05733 qa2 0003976 0003414 0002460 0c>03408 0.02975 qa 
0.05626 00 05054 00 05100 0005111 0.05111 2 qa2 0.1125 001286 001282 001292 Oc1287 qa2 00 02708 0.03280 0003234 0003222 000322.3 qS2 
0.05416 0.03804 0003845 0003745 0.01793 qa 
00 01491 o.mS21 00 01833 0001823 0001821 2 qa2 00 04992 Oo04s4s 0004725 0 0 04793 00 04779 qa 
0 0 0 0 0 qa~ 
o o o o o I qa~ I 
54~ 
TABLE 6. (continued) 
c = 0.8 Abe Aq, ::: 0 
m=l m = 192 m = 1~213 Exact SolIn Units Parameter n=l n = 1~2 n = 1,2.3 
0<11 -0.3635837 -0.4610980 -0.4753682 
0<12 -0.2189531 -OQl>2671234 
0<21 -0.3651994 ... Oe43ll2l2 





0<33 .... o,,2527159 
v(.1...1..J O.OOYl89 00 004014 0~004.0.37 00004052 qaVD 292' 
v(O~~) 0,,002014 00 002140 OeOO2156 0e-D02185 qS/D 
w(t,O) 00003551 Of> 003592 0~0036.37 0.003654 qa ID 
~(t·t) 0002841 00 03452 0@O3459 0(t03448 2 q~2 ~ 
M;(29 ) 0.005955 0.0lll2 0~01311 0.01216 qa2 =~(O,O) 0.11,36 00 1626 Oe1946 ~ q*2 
=MY(09 0) 0.1007 0.1516 0,1673 00 qa 
M:(t90) . 0.05682 00 04557 0",05074 0(,004919 qa~ 
-Mig90~ 0001191 0.01874 O,,011Z7 o-~01260 qa2 
=MK(O"t Oe05682 0004178 0",04142 0.03955 qa2 J Mr(O~t) 0.05034 0004234 0~04l82 0~Cl4456 qa 
M~ 0.05054 00 04553 08 04634 0~04635 2 qa2 
=Mi. 0.1011 0.1180 0.1210 0.1202 qa2 MD Oo03Zl9 0.03781 0.0,3699 0.03699 qa2 § 0.(6558 0~04S62 0004570 0g,04643 =M4 qa. 
M~ 0.04054 0.03663 0~03589 0.0,3686 2 qS2 
-M6 Oo081(]7 0.08924- 0~08423 0.ce82S qa2 Mi 0.01280 0.01671 0~01745 0.01648 qa2 
=M; 0002559 0.01743 0.02243 0.01838 qa 
~:: = N3 00004466 00 008010 0.007912 0~0CJ7876 
2 
qS2 
<= =N 0,,0'5175 0,,03803 0.0'Y763 0.OYl40 qS2 -~ = 14 0.02131 00 02334 0~02345 0.02340 q8.2 
-N6 = H8 0~04261 0004087 O~0399S O~~O37 qa 
TABLE 6~ (continued) 
Pal"amet.er 
m =' 1 m = 1~2 m = 1::2~3 Exact Sol'n Units 
n=l n ;::: 1~2 n ;::: 1,2!'l3 
0(11 -090947776 -00 1393460 ....,O,~1500302 
o(:;-~ ~Oo0354567 -0,,0584519 \ .... ...,O~1758046 ~0~2241403 0<.21 
O<~2 -0. 091CJ7 02 -O~1892505 
o<~~ 
-O if 0134650 n;:""'.> 
o<..J..;J ~O ~1219SCTl 
I 
'>')'f 
,;J..::.. -0~0526255 o<.?~ 
C><~~/ 
-0",1897833 I 3'"1 o<.,~ ... 0'l'0691311 
:x> 
~\";?ll) O.,OOZ798 00002898 0~002906 0.002914 qaVD ~~ \ 292 
~.[·(O,t) 01;,0004096 O(t 000505 0 O~OO05230 0~0005301 qai'D 
.,,,(1=- C) O~O02851 O~002865 O~O02896 0 .. ~002900 qa /D '-"J.2~ 
0'(1 1) 011'03821 0~04205 0~04071~ 0.,Q4.088 2 1'1x J~2f2 qS2 
MY (tst) -O~OO3405 01>001180 0.00117, 0.001081 qS2 
~:MX(090) 0,,09123 opl146 0 .. 1373 c6 qS2 
=My(09 0 ) Oc05243 0.08314 O~1042 06 qa 
; 2 
rOll 0) 0004562 O~O4010 0~O4364 0~04245 ,·lx\.2:, qS2 
MO(l r,' -O~006810 oc>007961 .. ->O~OO4205 0.001004-=-~r .2~U) qa2 
'iV,1!'I (r'"l ..1.\ 0:;07642 O~OS148 0~05465 0,,05576 -.,),;< ..,)'j! 2) qa2 ~~~ (O~ ~) 0'0102621 0.02769 OIt 02788 0~02758 qa 
M~ 041'04398 00 04116 0.,04240 0 .. 04217 2 
, 
-=Mz Osors?96 0009933 0~10594 0,,10653 
qaz 
qS2 MO O~03935 0,,04217 0~04094 0~04117 qa2 'H& 0.07871 0"Cf:n34 0~r:b(J73 01#06013 I "">~.:.4 qa 
M} 0.01967 00 01806 0~01809 0.01808 2 qa2 
-=>M6 0~03934 0003977 0~03759 0003881 qS2 
M~ 00 001161 00 002774 09 002740 0.002755 qa2 
=Mg 0~002322 0",001895 0~004081 0~002853 qa 
..",N, :;:: N~ -0 s; 002554 0,,001410 0900rrtOO4 0",0006890 2 qS2 
~1r; :: If:' 0~O1966 0,.02337 0~02335 0;:02320 qa2 
=N:: = ~ O~.02866 01>02942 oc02961 0#02958 qS2 li~ Nt O~03421 0('03330 0~O3267 0~03300 c:o ?:; 8 qa 
v 
TABIE 7. COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS FOR PLATES 
FIXED ON ALL FOUR BOUNDARIES 
2 (All Units qa ) 
56. 
c Mane or Av. Mom8 S - Function Hencky's Finite Difference 
Analysis Analysis * Solution" 
1.0 M: (t,i) 080176 0.0175 0.0180 
--Mx (o,i) 0.05:14 0.0513 0~0474 
-H~ +~) 0.0096 0.0096 0.0102 
-t( .,. 4) 0.0291 0~0290 0.0278 
Oe8 M~(~,t) 0.0092 0.0094 
MY<t·t~ 0.017.3 0.0178 
.... M~(09 OeO.358 0.0.358 0.0.314 
-My (t,O) 0.0424 0$0425 0.0404 
t(~ + ~) 0.0049 0.0051 
-t( +~) 00 0200 0.0199 0.0179 t( + ) 0.0f:f1l 0.010.3 
-2( .,. Mg) 0.0250 0~0249 0.0244 
0.5 M~(t'l) 0.0()()j6 0.00098 0.00101 ?,O ( , DeOIDD 0.0101 0.;0102 ,l;~y\2' 21 
I -Mx(O,t) 000142 0.014.3 0.0099 
-My (1-90) 0.0207 O.02CY7 0.0201 
-H~ + i2) 0.00049 0.0005 0.0005.3 
-:t( +~) 0.0Cfl89 0~00785 0.00558 
2( + ) 0.0Ci>28 0.00637 0.0Ci>70 
-t(ME, ? Mg) 0.01395 o eo 01.39 0.0l39 
*" Nmnerica1 values ~ those computed by Siess and Newmark (16) 
fran coefficients tabulated by w.ojtaszak (14). 
** From solutions made at the Uni versi ty of D.linois by various persons 
working tmder the direction of N. -M. Newmark and C. P. Siess. Each 






~ Mx (t9 0) I -M.«09i-) 




TABIE 8. FmITE DIFF'ERENCE SOLUTIONS FOR 







0 0 0335 
0 0 0526 
O.1l74 































































*' Prom solutions made at the University of illinois by various 
persons working under the direction of N. M~ Newmark and C (1 Po Siess (') 
Each span was divided into eight equal parts; each panel consisted of' 
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FIG. 2 DEFLECTION AT THE CENTER OF 
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FIG.3 DEFLECTION AT THE CENTERS OF THE BEAMS 
OF A SQUARE PANEL 
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~q = RELATIVE BEAM RIGIDITY 
FIG. 6 NEGATIVE PLATE MOMENT AT THE 
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FIG. 9 AVERAGE NEGATIVE MOMENT IN THE 
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